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Low-power wireless technology promises greater flexibility and lower costs in cyber-physical systems. To
reap these benefits, communication protocols must deliver packets reliably within real-time deadlines across
resource-constrained devices, while adapting to changes in application requirements (e.g., traffic demands)
and network state (e.g., link qualities). Existing protocols do not solve all these challenges simultaneously,
because their operation is either localized or a function of network state, which changes unpredictably over
time. By contrast, this paper claims a global approach that does not use network state information as input
can overcome these limitations. The Blink protocol proves this claim by providing hard guarantees on endto-end deadlines of received packets in multi-hop low-power wireless networks, while seamlessly handling
changes in application requirements and network state. We build Blink on the non real-time Low-Power
Wireless Bus (LWB), and design new scheduling algorithms based on the earliest deadline first policy. Using
a dedicated priority queue data structure, we demonstrate a viable implementation of our algorithms on resource-constrained devices. Experiments show that Blink: (i) meets all deadlines of received packets; (ii) delivers 99.97 % of packets on a 94-node testbed; (iii) minimizes communication energy consumption within
the limits of the underlying LWB; (iv) supports end-to-end deadlines of 100 ms across 4 hops and 9 sources;
and (v) runs up to 4.1× faster than a conventional scheduler implementation on popular microcontrollers.
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ity through lower installation and maintenance costs to greater flexibility in selecting
sensing and actuation points [Åkerberg et al. 2011b]. Example applications include
level control of dangerous liquids [Honeywell 2006], rapid prototyping of automation
solutions in retrofitting buildings [Agarwal et al. 2011], and minimally invasive monitoring of safety-critical assets [Stankovic et al. 2003]. Lower costs and ease of installation motivate the use of battery-powered or energy-harvesting devices with low-power
wireless transceivers and microcontrollers (MCUs) [Åkerberg et al. 2011a].
Challenges. Because CPS control physical processes that evolve over time, communication in CPS is inherently subject to hard real-time requirements; that is, packets that
are successfully received at the intended destination must do so before stipulated deadlines, for example, to guarantee control stability [Sinopoli et al. 2004]. This entails that
packets not meeting their deadline have no value to the application and count as lost.
Support for this kind of real-time traffic is mainstream in wired fieldbuses [CAN 2004;
FlexRay 2013]. In low-power wireless networks, however, the problem was recognized
early on: “. . . because of the large scale, nondeterminism, noise, etc., it is extremely
difficult to guarantee real-time properties.” [Stankovic et al. 2003]. This is due to four
challenges low-power wireless protocols must address simultaneously to support CPS:
— Deadlines (D): ensure that packets successfully received at the intended destination(s) meet hard end-to-end deadlines across multiple hops;
— Reliability (R): achieve a high packet delivery ratio across multiple hops despite the
inherent unreliability of wireless communications;
— Adaptivity (A): adapt to unpredictable changes in application requirements (e.g.,
traffic demands) and network state, that is, the physical-layer conditions determining
the nodes’ ability to communicate (e.g., wireless link qualities, hop distances);
— Efficiency (E): operate efficiently with regard to limited resources, including compute power, memory, and energy, as well as large network scales.
As discussed in Sec. 2, these four challenges are yet unsolved. The approach taken by
current solutions prevents them from addressing all challenges at once. Some operate
in a localized fashion [He et al. 2005], which aids scalability but renders them unable to
provide end-to-end guarantees. Others require time-varying network state information
(e.g., link qualities) as input [WirelessHART 2007], which determines their functioning. This, however, makes them susceptible to the unpredictable and non-deterministic
dynamics of low-power wireless links [Baccour et al. 2012] that rapidly mutate the
network state, impairing their ability to promptly adapt to those changes or to scale to
large networks [Zhang et al. 2009; Saifullah et al. 2010; Chipara et al. 2011].
Approach. We present Blink, a real-time low-power wireless protocol that solves challenges D, R, A, and E together. Our approach is different than previous ones: Blink
does not employ network state information as an input and uses only the application’s
real-time traffic requirements to efficiently compute a single global communication
schedule at runtime, such that all received packets provably meet their deadlines. This
crucially means that Blink’s scheduling decisions are not determined by the current
network state, and thus do not need to be adapted to its unpredictable changes. In this
way, we detach Blink’s operation from the network dynamics, overcoming the limitations of previous approaches and enabling adaptive real-time communication even in
the face of mobile nodes and dynamically changing application requirements.
To realize our approach, we leverage the Low-Power Wireless Bus (LWB) [Ferrari
et al. 2012] as Blink’s underlying communication support. As described in Sec. 3, LWB
is a non real-time protocol that maps all communication onto network-wide Glossy
floods [Ferrari et al. 2011]. Real-world experiments show that Glossy achieves packet
delivery ratios above 99.9 % in networks that range in size from 26 to 260 nodes, in
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density from a few to over 50 nodes in the same broadcast domain, in diameter from 3
to 8 hops, as well as under external interference (e.g., from Wi-Fi networks) and when
a large subset of the nodes is mobile [Ferrari et al. 2011; Ferrari et al. 2012].
Contributions and road-map. Sec. 4 gives an overview of Blink, while Sec. 5 details
its design and efficient implementation, which rest upon three key contributions:
— Problem mapping. In LWB, nodes communicate in a time-triggered fashion according
to the same global schedule. Further, Glossy reliably delivers all packets to all nodes,
while allowing us to not consider the time-varying network state as an input to the
scheduling problem. We can therefore treat the whole multi-hop wireless network as
a single communication resource that runs on a single clock. This allows us to map
the real-time scheduling problem in Blink to uniprocessor task scheduling, making
it easier to solve than the multi-processor case in prior works [Saifullah et al. 2010].
We note that Chipara et al. [2013] uses a similar abstraction for scheduling real-time
communication in a many-to-one data collection scenario with in-network aggregation, whereas we focus on many-to-many real-time traffic in critical CPS applications.
— Real-time scheduling policies. Tackling the problem as uniprocessor task scheduling
allows us to conceive scheduling policies based on the well-known earliest deadline
first (EDF) principle [Liu and Layland 1973]. Using these policies, Blink computes a
schedule so that all received packets generated by a set of admitted real-time streams
provably meet their deadline, while minimizing the communication energy consumption within the constraints of the underlying LWB protocol. By computing the schedule online, Blink promptly adapts to changes in the application requirements.
— Efficient data structure and algorithms. Enabling EDF-based real-time scheduling on
low-power, resource-constrained platforms is a significant challenge on its own. Due
to its runtime overhead EDF has seen little adoption even on commodity hardware,
despite its realtime-optimality [Buttazzo 2005; Sha et al. 2004]. To tackle this challenge, we exploit characteristics of our scheduling problem to design a highly efficient
priority queue data structure and algorithms that take advantage of it.
In Sec. 6, we evaluate Blink on two testbeds with up to 94 nodes, four state-of-theart MCUs, and using synthetic simulations as well as a time-accurate instruction-level
emulator. For instance, our testbed results show that Blink meets all deadlines of received packets, while losing only 0.03 % of the packets over wireless. Beneficial statistical properties of Glossy [Zimmerling et al. 2013] allow to use well-known methods to
deal with the very few missing packets in the design of CPS controllers [Sinopoli et al.
2004]. Further, we show that Blink supports end-to-end deadlines as small as 100 ms,
thus meeting the requirements of industrial closed-loop control [Åkerberg et al. 2011a].
Such real-time performance rests a long way from the original LWB: simulations indicate that the latter meets only 35–72 % of deadlines in some settings we test. Finally, using our priority queue and scheduling algorithms, Blink achieves speed-ups of
up to 4.1× compared to a conventional scheduler implementation on state-of-the-art
MCUs. This proves instrumental to the viability of EDF-based real-time scheduling on
widespread low-power embedded platforms, such as those based on MSP430 MCUs.
2. PROBLEM AND RELATED WORK

Guaranteeing hard real-time properties in multi-hop low-power wireless networks is
a long-standing, yet unsolved problem [Stankovic et al. 2003]. The problem originates
from the requirements of emerging CPS applications. We discuss these requirements
next, then state the problem, and finally review previous approaches to solving it.
ACM Transactions on Cyber-Physical Systems, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: January 2016.
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2.1. Application Requirements and Problem Statement

CPS embed distributed feedback loops into the physical world [Stankovic et al. 2005].
As the physical world evolves over time, timing constraints are important when embedded devices stream sensor data and control signals to drive time-critical control
loops. The control logic executes right on the actuators that affect the environment, or
on a few dedicated devices that periodically distribute control signals to the actuators.
Let Λ denote the set of all n streams in the network. Each stream si ∈ Λ releases one
packet at a periodic interval Pi , called the period of stream si . The start time Si is the
time when si releases the first packet. Every packet released by stream si should be
delivered to the destination(s) within the same relative deadline Di . The next packet
is only released after the absolute deadline of the previous packet, that is, Di ≤ Pi .
We refer to the absolute deadline of si as a shorthand for the absolute deadline of the
last packet released by si . Overall, each stream si ∈ Λ is characterized by its profile
hSi , Pi , Di i. If there are k streams with the exact same profile, we also write kh·, ·, ·i.1
The concrete stream profiles are application-specific. Specifically, the sensing modality and/or the nature of the feedback loop often dictate a stream’s period Pi [Åkerberg
et al. 2011a]. Temperature control in liquid volumes demands periods in the order of
minutes [Paavola and Leiviska 2010], and coordinated multi-robot control runs with
periods of at most tens of seconds [Mottola et al. 2014]. On the other hand, compressor
speed control requires periods down to tens of milliseconds [Åkerberg et al. 2011a].
Greater opportunities for energy savings (e.g., through duty cycling) are available in
the former applications, yet we demonstrate in Sec. 6 that Blink can efficiently operate
with periods in the hundreds of milliseconds range. The monitoring or control logic determines a stream’s deadline Di and starting time Si . For example, closed-loop control
typically requires shorter deadlines than open-loop control [Ogata 2001].
Deployments consist of tens to hundreds of devices. Due to the limited communication range of low-power wireless radios, multi-hop communication is typically needed
to ensure connectivity. Some scenarios feature partially or completely mobile networks,
for example, when optimizing sensing locations or coordinating mobile robots [Mottola
et al. 2014]. This adds to the dynamics of low-power wireless links caused by interference, fading, and environmental changes [Srinivasan et al. 2010; Baccour et al. 2012].
Problem. Based on these requirements, one needs to solve challenges D, R, A, and E
at once. Challenge D entails finding schedule(s) such that given n streams, n = |Λ|, for
every stream si ∈ Λ, every packet released by si can be received within Di time units.
2.2. Related Work

Previous efforts to solving the problem can be broadly classified depending on whether
they need local or global knowledge as input for computing communication schedules.
An example of the former class is SPEED, where each node monitors its neighbors
within radio range, for example, to acquire location information and detect transient
congestion [He et al. 2005]. Using only this local information, each node computes and
follows its own communication schedule. Conceptually similar approaches are adopted
by Gu et al. [2009], Kanodia et al. [2001] and Lu et al. [2002]. These scale well because
of their localized nature and can easily accommodate simple approaches to increase
the robustness against varying application requirements and wireless dynamics, such
as retransmissions to counteract packet loss [Liu et al. 2006; Gu et al. 2009; Suriyachai et al. 2010]. However, they cannot match the hard real-time requirements of
CPS applications. Such requirements are specified from an end-to-end perspective, but
1 For

simplicity, we assume a stream releases one packet at a time. If a stream hSi , Pi , Di i releases k packets
at a time, we implicitly transform this into khSi , Pi , Di i streams each releasing one packet.
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devices that reason solely based on local information and that can only influence their
surroundings are unable to enforce end-to-end communication guarantees.
Instead, state-of-the-art solutions from industry [WirelessHART 2007; ISA100 2009;
IEEE 802.15.4e TSCH 2012] and academia [Nirjon et al. 2010; O’Donovan et al. 2013]
compute communication schedules using information about the global network state,
that is, the physical-layer conditions that determine whether any two nodes can communicate. Global network state essentially takes the form of a connectivity graph,
where the weight of edge A → B represents the quality (e.g., packet reception ratio)
of the link from node A to node B. Using global network state as an input, these solutions centrally compute and then distribute communication schedules tailored to each
node. Nodes follow their own schedule locally, thereby forming multi-hop routing paths
from sources to destination(s). Network state changes are typically handled through
redundant paths and multi-channel operation [WirelessHART 2007; O’Donovan et al.
2013; Nirjon et al. 2010; IEEE 802.15.4e TSCH 2012]. These approaches can return
highly optimized schedules in static, small-scale networks with little wireless dynamics [Zhang et al. 2009; Nirjon et al. 2010; Saifullah et al. 2010; O’Donovan et al. 2013].
Due to their inherent complexity, however, they suffer from two fundamental problems:
(1) Computing per-node schedules hardly scales to larger networks. Besides a few exceptions (e.g., [Chipara et al. 2013]), existing works map the problem of scheduling
real-time traffic to scheduling tasks on a multiprocessor [Saifullah et al. 2010],
treating each node as a separate processor. As a result, in WirelessHART, computing optimal per-node communication schedules takes time at least exponential in
the network diameter [Saifullah et al. 2010]. Despite attempts to address this issue [Zhang et al. 2009; Saifullah et al. 2010; Chipara et al. 2011], these schedulers
are hardly practical in real networks of more than three hops [Chipara et al. 2011].
(2) Network state is volatile because of transient low-power wireless links [Srinivasan
et al. 2010], environmental changes [Baccour et al. 2012], node crashes, and mobility [Xia et al. 2007]. Any change in the network state must be detected locally and
communicated to the central entity to update the connectivity graph before new
schedules can be computed and distributed. As this happens, new changes may
occur, requiring to repeat the processing over and over again. Meanwhile, packets
are lost due to inconsistent routing paths or miss their deadline because of obsolete
schedules. Real-world experience shows that, for example, WirelessHART needs up
to tens of minutes to adapt to network state changes [Åkerberg et al. 2011b].
Because of these problems, any solution using global network state as input cannot
provide hard real-time guarantees in large-scale networks with non-negligible wireless
dynamics. Thus, solving challenges D, R, A, and E at once remains an open problem.
3. BLINK FOUNDATION

This paper presents Blink, a low-power wireless protocol that solves challenges D, R,
A, and E together. Before presenting the details of Blink’s design and implementation,
we describe LWB [Ferrari et al. 2012], which we use as communication support.
LWB is a non real-time protocol, where nodes communicate in a time-triggered fashion by following a global schedule. All communication occurs via network-wide Glossy
floods [Ferrari et al. 2011]. Glossy distributes a packet from one node to all others over
multiple hops, while time-synchronizing the whole network at no additional cost. Using Glossy as the only means of communication, LWB transforms a multi-hop wireless
network into a shared bus, where all nodes are potential receivers of all packets.
LWB operation. As shown in Fig. 1 (A), LWB’s operation unfolds in a series of communication rounds of fixed duration. Nodes keep their radios off between rounds to save
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Fig. 1. Time-triggered operation in the Low-Power Wireless Bus (LWB).

energy. Each round consists of a sequence of non-overlapping slots, shown in Fig. 1 (B).
All nodes participate in the communication in every slot: one node puts a packet on
the bus (i.e., initiates a flood), while all other nodes read the packet from the bus (i.e.,
receive and relay the flood), as shown in Fig. 1 (C). At the end of a round, only the intended receivers (encoded in the packet header) deliver the packet to the application.
Each round starts with a slot allocated to a specific node, called host, for distributing
the global schedule, as shown in Fig. 1 (B). The schedule specifies when the next round
starts and which nodes are allowed to send their packet in the following data slots. Every round contains up to B data slots. Therefore, B and the time between subsequent
rounds determine the bandwidth provided by LWB. The shorter the time between subsequent rounds, the more bandwidth is available, and vice versa. The time between
subsequent rounds is upper-bounded to let nodes update their time synchronization
state (via Glossy [Ferrari et al. 2011]) sufficiently often to compensate for clock drift.
Each slot corresponds to one Glossy flood, as shown in Fig. 1 (C). At the start of a
flood, nodes turn on the radio and the owner of the slot transmits its packet (e.g., N1 in
the first data slot in Fig. 1(B)). Glossy ensures nodes receiving the packet retransmit
it synchronously. Due to constructive interference and capture effects [Leentvaar and
Flint 1976], other nodes successfully receive the packet with high probability despite
the apparent collisions. Using these synchronous transmissions, the flood spreads like
a wave throughout the network (see Fig. 1 (C)), where the time needed to reach all
nodes scales linearly with the network diameter. Note that the nodes’ actions during a
flood are only triggered by radio interrupts and occur irrespective of the network state.
To inform the host of their traffic demands, nodes compete in a dedicated contention
slot (see Fig. 1 (B)) by initiating floods with different packets containing their stream
requests. Due to capture effects [Leentvaar and Flint 1976], one packet reaches the
host with high probability despite the contention. Afterwards, the host computes the
schedule for the next round. The new schedule is sent in a final schedule slot, so nodes
know right away when the next round starts and can turn off their radios until then.
Benefits. Using LWB as communication support for Blink brings a number of benefits,
both in terms of performance and from a conceptual point of view.
In terms of performance, Glossy provides sub-microsecond synchronization accuracy
and an end-to-end reliability above 99.9 % across a range of real-world scenarios [Ferrari et al. 2011; Ferrari et al. 2012]. In fact, by increasing the number of times a node
transmits during a flood, Glossy’s reliability can be pushed beyond 99.9999 % [Ferrari et al. 2011], which goes a long way towards solving challenge R. On top of this,
Zimmerling et al. [2013] show how to provide probabilistic guarantees on LWB’s endto-end reliability. Although a purely flooding-based communication scheme may seem
wasteful, LWB outperforms prior solutions also in terms of energy efficiency [Ferrari
et al. 2012], thus providing a promising foundation for addressing part of challenge E.
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From a conceptual point of view, LWB brings three key assets to the design of Blink:
— Glossy’s protocol logic is independent of network state: nodes retransmit any packet
they receive regardless of link qualities, hop distances, or other physical-layer characteristic. Thus, using Glossy as the only means to communicate, LWB readily supports scenarios with significant wireless dynamics including mobile nodes immersed
in static infrastructures [Chipara et al. 2010], creating a virtual single-hop network where every node can directly communicate with every other node. Moreover,
Glossy’s network state independence allows us not to consider the network state as
input to the scheduling problem. This solves part of challenge A in that there is no
need to adapt to network state changes—a key difference compared to prior work.
— Nodes in LWB communicate in a time-triggered fashion according to a single global
schedule. Together with the abstraction of a virtual single-hop network, we can treat
the whole multi-hop wireless network as a single communication resource that runs
on a single clock. This observation allows us to map the scheduling problem to that of
scheduling tasks on a uniprocessor, making it easier to solve than the multiprocessor
formulation in prior works [Saifullah et al. 2010]. Relying on this observation does
not come without a cost; for example, it sacrifices some communication capacity as
the network cannot simultaneously transmit messages from different sources. Sec. 6
shows quantitatively that the gains in simplicity outweigh the potential drawbacks.
— LWB readily supports different traffic patterns, such as one-to-many, many-to-one,
and many-to-many, catering for CPS settings with multiple actuators or controllers.
LWB also includes an effective mechanism to overcome the single point-of-failure at
the host [Ferrari et al. 2012]. This contrasts what happens, for example, in case of a
failure of the central network manager in WirelessHART [2007].
Limitations. Despite these benefits, LWB does not solve challenge D as its scheduling
decisions are oblivious of packet deadlines and only meant to reduce energy consumption. Indeed, our results in Sec. 6.4 show that LWB only meets 35–72 % of deadlines
across a diverse range of stream sets, even at low bandwidth demands.
On the other hand, considering deadlines in the scheduling decisions triggers frequent changes in the time between subsequent LWB rounds (see Fig. 1 (A)), even when
the stream set does not change, as shown in Sec. 6.1. This behavior drastically differs
from the original LWB scheduler, which keeps the time between rounds fixed unless
the stream set changes, which helps deal with lost schedule packets. Without careful
changes to the core LWB implementation, replacing the original scheduler with a realtime scheduler would result in low packet delivery ratio, thus reinforcing challenge R.
LWB also does not check if the available bandwidth can accommodate the stream
requests it accepts. In case the bandwidth is insufficient, source nodes would need to
locally buffer packets, eventually exhausting their memory, and ultimately losing data.
4. BLINK OVERVIEW

To overcome LWB’s limitations and solve challenges D, R, A, and E, we must address
the following issues. First, we need to conceive an adaptive policy to schedule packets
in a way to meet all deadlines without unnecessarily sacrificing energy efficiency, while
still allowing the set of streams to freely change at runtime. In doing so, our objectives
are: (i) realtime-optimal scheduling to solve challenge D, and (ii) minimizing communication energy consumption as per challenge E. Objective (i) entails to admit a stream
if and only if there exists a scheduling policy able to meet all deadlines, and to ensure
that all received packets of admitted streams meet their deadlines. Objective (ii) entails to minimize the number of communication rounds over any given time interval,
ACM Transactions on Cyber-Physical Systems, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: January 2016.
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Fig. 3. Discrete-time model of Blink. Each round is of unit length
Fig. 2. Illustration of the interrelated and comprises B data slots. Here, the i-th round has three alloproblems we need to address in Blink.
cated data slots, starts at time ti , and ends at time ti + 1.

because each round incurs the energy overhead of distributing twice the schedule, no
matter how many of the B available data slots are actually used.
Second, the adaptive scheduling policy must incur a small runtime overhead as per
challenge E. To allow for a changeable stream set, the scheduler should execute online
at the end of every round, so new stream requests are promptly accounted for. However,
as shown in Fig. 1 (B), the longer it takes to compute the schedule, the fewer data slots
fit within the fixed round duration, thus reducing the available bandwidth. Therefore,
the scheduler needs to execute as fast as possible under severe resource constraints.
Translating these issues into a concrete protocol operation poses three interrelated
problems we must address in the design of Blink:
(1) Start of round computation. As shown in Fig. 2 (top), at the end of a round we must
decide when the next round starts. This can happen between the end of the current round and the maximum time allowed between rounds. Our decision should
meet all deadlines while minimizing energy consumption. Intuitively, the earlier
the next round starts, the more “chances” there are for packets to meet their deadlines, but the earlier a round starts, the more energy is consumed in the long run.
(2) Slot allocation. Once the start time of the next round is computed, given a number
of packets waiting to be transmitted, we must decide which and how many of these
packets are sent in the round, as shown in Fig. 2 (bottom). If there are more packets
than the B available slots, we need to prioritize packets of different streams.
(3) Admission control. Changing application requirements imply that the stream set
changes over time. We must therefore check whether adding a new stream prevents
meeting the deadlines of the existing ones. This amounts to ensuring that the new
stream set does not demand a bandwidth higher than what Blink can provide. We
call this admission control, and say a stream set is schedulable if our solutions to
(1) and (2) ensure that all received packets of all streams meet their deadlines.
The next section details our solutions to these problems. Like other time-triggered
schemes [CAN 2004], Blink does not use end-to-end packet retransmissions, because
Glossy keeps packet loss below 0.1 %, and CPS controllers can be designed to tolerate a
small fraction of packet loss without sacrificing control stability or performance. These
approaches often assume that packet losses follow a Bernoulli process [Sinopoli et al.
2004]. Since this assumption is indeed highly valid in Glossy [Zimmerling et al. 2013],
we choose to trade a marginal improvement in deadline success ratio for a higher bandwidth and for supporting streams with shorter deadlines in Blink. Please note that due
to the unpredictability involved when nodes contend for submitting stream requests,
Blink can only give real-time guarantees after a request has passed admission control.
5. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF BLINK

In the following, Secs. 5.1 and 5.2 discuss the slot allocation and the start of round
computation in Blink, respectively, assuming the set of streams is schedulable. Sec. 5.3
describes how Blink ensures this condition through admission control.
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Throughout the discussion, we consider the discrete-time model illustrated in Fig. 3.
Each round is atomic and of unit length. This choice stems from the time-critical radio
interrupts Glossy must serve during a flood: interleaving other processing may cause
interference, so other events such as packet deliveries are only served before or after a
round [Ferrari et al. 2012]. As a result, the timeline of possible start times of a round is
also discrete. Between rounds (e.g., between t = 1 and ti in Fig. 3) nodes may perform
any other application processing. Despite the specific discrete-time model, the concepts
described below enjoy general validity, as explained in Online Appendix A available in
the ACM Digital Library or in a companion technical report [Zimmerling et al. 2016].
5.1. Slot Allocation

Let us assume that the start time of the next round has been computed. We now need to
determine the schedule for that next round, which raises two basic questions. With B
slots available per round, how many pending packets should we allocate? How should
we prioritize packets of different streams if the number of pending packets exceeds B?
Algorithms. To answer the first question, we note that delaying a packet by not sending it in an otherwise empty slot does not lead to improved schedulability or reduced
energy overhead. In the following round, the number of pending packets is the same
or larger, which can only worsen the overall schedulability. Further, as explained in
Sec. 3, the energy overhead of Blink (on top of serving application data) is determined
by the number of rounds over a given interval of time, not by the number of allocated
data slots. Thus, we allocate as many pending packets as possible in every round.
As noted in Sec. 4, Blink allows us to treat the network as a single communication
resource and hence to resort to uniprocessor scheduling policies to answer the second
question. Among these, earliest deadline first (EDF) is provably realtime-optimal [Sha
et al. 2004]: if a set of streams can be scheduled such that all deadlines are met, then
using EDF also meets all deadlines. This holds also for stream sets demanding the full
bandwidth, whereas other well-known policies (e.g., rate-monotonic) may fail to meet
all deadlines at lower bandwidth demands [Liu and Layland 1973]. In other words,
EDF efficiently exploits the limited communication resources. Finally, EDF can readily
cope with runtime changes in the stream sets [Sha et al. 2004] as the packet priorities
(i.e., absolute deadlines) are dynamically computed while the system executes. This is
crucial to adapt to varying application requirements or crashing source nodes.
Using EDF scheduling in Blink means allocating the next free data slot in a round
to the packet whose deadline is closest to the start time of the round, until the round is
full or there are no more pending packets ready to be sent. This simple logic, however,
bears a significant run-time overhead [Buttazzo 2005]. To implement EDF efficiently,
one should maintain the set of streams in order of increasing absolute deadline, while
the streams’ absolute deadlines are being updated from one packet to the next as they
are allocated to slots in a round. This runtime overhead is one of the reasons why EDF
is rarely used in real systems, such as operating system kernels [Buttazzo 2005].
Design and implementation in Blink. Enabling EDF-based real-time scheduling
on resource-constrained platforms is not a trivial problem. A data structure is needed
that allows to efficiently implement the operations required when manipulating the
stream set Λ during EDF-based slot allocation. Table I summarizes these operations.
Besides operations to add or remove streams, EDF requires a F IND M IN() operation
to retrieve the stream with the earliest absolute deadline, which is to be served next.
For this operation to be efficient, the streams should be maintained in order of increasing absolute deadline. A priority queue, where streams with smaller absolute deadline
are given higher priority, is thus a natural candidate. Moreover, after serving stream s,
its absolute deadline must be set to the deadline of its next packet. Hence, we require
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Table I. Operations on stream set required for EDF scheduling. The key of a streams is its absolute deadline.
Operation

Description

I NSERT(s)
D ELETE(s)
D ECREASE K EY(s, δ)
F IND M IN()
F IRST(t)
N EXT(t)

Insert stream s into the stream set
Delete stream s from the stream set
Propagate an increment of δ in the key of stream s in the stream set
Return a reference to the stream with the minimum key in the stream set
Position traverser t at the stream with the minimum key in the stream set
Advance traverser t to the stream with the next larger key in the stream set

Stream si

Stream si

Stream sj

Stream sj
time

t
packet arrival

packet deadline

t

dj di
packet arrival

di + Pi time
packet deadline

Fig. 4. Example motivating EDF traversal of stream Fig. 5. Illustration of upper-bounding the difference
between the absolute deadlines of any two streams.
set for efficient slot allocation.

a D ECREASE K EY(s, δ) operation that propagates an increment of δ in the absolute
deadline of s in the queue, so the priority of s is decreased relative to all other streams.
These operations are supported by nearly all priority queue data structures [Brodal
2013]. In addition, because the highest-priority stream returned by F IND M IN() may
release its packet only after the start of the next round at time t, as illustrated in Fig. 4,
we require operations to perform an efficient EDF traversal of the streams while only
those with pending packets are updated. Specifically, it should be possible to position
a traverser t at the highest-priority stream using F IRST(t), and then to visit streams
in EDF-order through repeated N EXT(t) calls. During the EDF traversal, the priority
of only those streams t with a pending packet is updated using D ECREASE K EY(t, δ).
Finding a data structure that can support all required operations efficiently in time
and memory is challenging. Only a few of the widely-used priority queue data structures, from the binary heap to the red-black tree used within the Linux scheduler [Molnar 2015], efficiently support an in-order traversal during which the data structure is
possibly altered, which we need for EDF scheduling. In fact, updating a stream using D ECREASE K EY(t, δ) likely changes the relative ordering of streams, which triggers structural changes inside the data structure. Thus, any kind of runtime stack or
pointer used for in-order traversal becomes invalid [Pfaff 2004] and the traversal must
start anew. This approach is highly inefficient for any reasonable number of streams.
We find, however, that our scheduling problem has the following characteristic properties that allow us to use a simple, yet highly efficient priority queue data structure:
(1) A stream’s absolute deadline, called the key of a stream, is a non-negative integer.
(2) The key increases monotonically as it is being updated from one packet to the next.
(3) The range of keys in the set of streams at any one time is bounded, as stated below.
T HEOREM 1. Let P be an upper bound on the period Pi of every stream si ∈ Λ. Then,
there are never more than 2P − 1 distinct keys in the stream set Λ at any one time.
P ROOF. Let di be the absolute deadline of stream si (i.e., the deadline of si ’s current
packet) at some point in time. Stream si ’s relative deadline Di can be shorter than its
period Pi , so its current packet may not have arrived yet. To determine the maximum
number of distinct keys (i.e., absolute deadlines) in the set of streams Λ at any one
time, we must upper-bound the difference between the absolute deadlines of any two
streams, that is, maximize ∆ij = di − dj for any two streams si , sj ∈ Λ.
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s4: 37

s3: 41

Fig. 6. Bucket queue implemented as a circular array of 2P̄ doubly-linked lists. In this example, the largest
period of any stream P is 8, so the queue consists of 16 buckets. The queue contains seven streams ordered by
increasing key. F IND M IN() sets L to 14 because this is the bucket containing the stream with the smallest key.

The value of ∆ij is larger when packets with later deadlines are sent before packets
with earlier deadlines, due to the order of packet arrival. Let us consider the example
in Fig. 5. Assume at time t the current packet of stream si with deadline di is sent,
while the current packet of stream sj with an earlier deadline dj < di is yet to be sent.
This can happen if and only if si ’s packet arrives strictly before sj ’s packet; that is, at
time t, sj ’s packet is yet to arrive. After sending the packet of stream si , its absolute
deadline becomes di + Pi , while the absolute deadline of stream sj is still dj . Thus, we
have ∆ij = di + Pi − dj . What is the upper bound on ∆ij ? As si ’s packet has arrived by
time t, we have di ≤ t + Pi . Also, as sj ’s packet has not yet arrived by time t, we have
dj > t. With these two conditions, we can establish the following bound
∆ij = di + Pi − dj < t + Pi + Pi − t ≤ 2P,

(1)

where P is an upper bound on the period of any stream. Because all absolute deadlines
are integers, the strict inequality in (1) implies that ∆ij is at most 2P − 1.
Given the properties above, we may consider a monotone integer priority queue. Similar reasonings apply, for example, to discrete event simulation [Brown 1988]. To the
best of our knowledge, however, these have not been exploited for real-time scheduling mainly because the three properties stated above and the implications on the data
structure are quite distinctive. Specifically, we use a one-level bucket queue [Dial 1969]
implemented as a circular array B of 2P doubly-linked lists, as shown in Fig. 6, where
P is an upper bound on the period of any stream. Stream si with key di is stored in
B[di mod 2P]. Since a stream’s relative deadline Di is no longer than its period Pi , all
keys in the bucket queue are always in the range [dmin , dmin + 2P − 1], where dmin is
the smallest key currently in the queue. Thus, all streams in a bucket have the same
key. For example, the keys of the streams in the bucket queue of Fig. 6 are in the range
[30, 45], because dmin = 30 and P = 8, and the two streams in B[2] have key 34.
I NSERT(s), D ELETE(s), and D ECREASE K EY(s, δ) take constant time because buckets
are implemented as doubly-linked lists. I NSERT(s) inserts a stream s with key d into
B[d mod 2P]. D ELETE(s) removes s from the list containing it. D ECREASE K EY(s, δ)
first performs a D ELETE(s) and then re-inserts stream s into B[(d + δ) mod 2P].
We implement F IND M IN() using an index L, initially set to 0. If B[L] is empty, F IND M IN() increments L (modulo 2P) until it finds the first non-empty bucket; otherwise, it
returns the first stream on the list in B[L]. F IRST(t) works alike, using another index I.
N EXT(t) moves to the next stream on the list in B[I]. At the end of the list, N EXT(t)
increments I (modulo 2P) until it finds the next non-empty bucket. Unlike the vast
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Fig. 7. Example execution of CS, GS, and LS. CS and
time
GS schedule more rounds than necessary. Instead, LS
meets all deadlines while minimizing communication Fig. 8. Illustration of how LS computes the latest
possible start time of the third round in Fig. 7.
energy costs (i.e., minimizing the number of rounds).

majority of priority queues, this logic enables smoothly continuing an EDF traversal
of streams despite updates. The three operations run in O(2P) worst-case time.
Our priority queue data structure underpins not just the EDF-based slot allocation,
whose pseudocode can be found in Online Appendix B, but all algorithms required for
real-time scheduling in Blink (see, for example, Algorithm 1), which would not be feasible otherwise on a resource-constrained platform. Besides enabling a smooth EDF
traversal, the efficiency of our priority queue implementation stems mainly from two
aspects. First, D ECREASE K EY(s, δ) is frequently used and at the same time extremely
efficient due to its constant running time. Second, the cost of searching for a non-empty
bucket amortizes: N EXT(t) needs to increment index I in the worst case 2P − 1 times,
yet the following n calls to N EXT(t) require no searching as all n streams are necessarily in B[I]. As a result, Blink can handle hundreds of streams on resource-constrained
devices even when the stream set is continuously changing, as demonstrated in Sec. 6.
5.2. Start of Round Computation

We now turn to the problem of computing the start time of the next round. We use an
illustrate example with B = 5 slots per round and twelve streams with three distinct
profiles: 3h0, 5, 4i, 4h2, 7, 5i, and 5h1, 15, 12i. Fig. 7 shows the release times and deadlines of packets generated by these streams in the first 14 time units. Using the EDFbased slot allocation described before, when should a round start to meet all deadlines
while minimizing communication energy overhead, that is, minimizing the number of
rounds? The scheduling policies we present next are all realtime-optimal; that is, if the
stream set is schedulable, they guarantee that no deadlines are missed but for packet
losses. They differ, however, in the energy required for providing this real-time service.
Algorithms. One way, called contiguous scheduling (CS), is to start a round immediately after the previous one. CS offers the highest bandwidth and thus necessarily
meets all deadlines, provided the streams are schedulable. However, CS wastes energy
by scheduling more rounds than necessary. In Fig. 7, using CS, 8 out of the first 14
rounds are empty: they contain only free slots, causing unnecessary energy overhead.
Greedy scheduling (GS) improves on CS by delaying the next round until there is
at least one pending packet. GS is realtime-optimal just like CS, because it schedules
packets as soon as possible. It can also reduce the energy overhead compared with CS
in certain situations. In Fig. 7, GS results in only 6 rounds in the first 14 time units.
However, there are still 8 free slots, raising the question whether we can do even better.
The crucial observation is that GS starts the next round no matter how “urgent” it
really is. If there was still some time until the earliest deadline of all pending packets,
we could delay the next round even further. Meanwhile, we could await more packet
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arrivals and thus allocate more slots in the next round, attaining a better utilization
of individual rounds. This strategy, however, may do more harm than good: without
knowing the future bandwidth demand, we may end up deferring the next round to a
time where the number of packets that must be served over a certain interval exceeds
the number of slots available in that interval. This situation would inevitably cause
deadline misses. To prevent it, we need a way to forecast the bandwidth demand.
Lazy scheduling (LS) is precisely based on this intuition. At the core of LS is the
notion of future demand hi (t) that quantifies the number of packets that must be served
between the end of round i and some future time t. This includes all packets that have
both their release time and deadline no later than time t, and are not served until the
end of round i. This corresponds to the following expression
n 
X
b(t − dj )/Pj c + 1, if dj ≤ t
hi (t) =
(2)
0,
otherwise
j=1

where Pj is the period and dj is the deadline of stream sj ’s current packet.
LS uses hi (t) to forecast the bandwidth demand and, based on this, computes the
latest possible start time of the next round that does not cause any deadline misses.
As an example, let us compute the start time of the third round t3 in Fig. 7 using LS.
(1) Compute h2 (t). As illustrated in Fig. 8, h2 (13) = 5 because t = 13 is the absolute
deadline of the 5h1, 15, 12i streams whose packets are pending at the end of the
second round; h2 (14) = h2 (13) + 7 = 12, since t = 14 is the deadline of the 7 packets
released by the other streams at t = 9 and t = 10; and so on.
(2) Determine a set of latest possible start times {ti3 }. For instance, h2 (13) = 5 packets
must be served no later than time 13. With B = 5 slots available in each round,
serving them takes dh2 (13)/Be = 1 round. Thus, we get a first latest possible start
time t13 = 13−1 = 12, indicated in Fig. 8 by casting a shadow on the time axis. Next,
h2 (14) = 12 packets must be served before time 14, which takes dh2 (14)/Be = 3
rounds. So, a second latest possible start time of the third round is t23 = 14 − 3 = 11.
The same reasoning repeats, identifying more latest possible start times.
(3) Take the minimum latest possible start time as t3 . Based on the reasoning in (2),
delaying the start of the third round beyond the beginning of the shady area at
min{ti3 } = 11 in Fig. 8 would cause deadline misses. Indeed, if we had served only
h2 (13) = 5 packets between times 12 and 13, we would be left with h2 (14)−h2 (13) =
7 packets to serve between times 13 and 14, but these do not fit into B = 5 slots.
Alternatively, an earlier start time could, in the long run, lead to more rounds than
needed, sacrificing energy efficiency. Thus, the third round should start at t3 = 11.
The example clarifies the intuition behind LS. Two questions remain. Which times t
do we need to inspect in steps (1) and (2)? How far do we need to look into the future?
To answer the first question, we note that the future demand hi (t) is a step function:
its value increases only at times of absolute deadlines (see Fig. 8). We can therefore
skip all intervals where hi (t) is constant. The answer to the second question involves
two observations. First, as described in Sec. 3, we can delay the next round by at most
Tmax after the previous round because Blink requires to update the nodes’ synchronization state sufficiently often. To find out whether we can delay the next round by Tmax ,
we need to evaluate hi (t) for at least Tmax time units after the end of the previous round
at ti + 1. Second, we need to consider any demand arising after t = ti + 1 + Tmax , which
could possibly prevent us from delaying the next round by Tmax . Thus, we must evaluate hi (t) for another Tb time units beyond t = ti + 1 + Tmax , where Tb is the synchronous
busy period [Spuri 1996]. Informally, Tb is the minimum time needed to serve the maxACM Transactions on Cyber-Physical Systems, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: January 2016.
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imum demand a stream set may possibly create.2 By looking up to t = ti + 1 + Tmax + Tb
into the future, we ultimately ensure that all deadlines are met.
We now formalize how LS computes the latest possible start time of the next round.
T HEOREM 2. Let Tb be the synchronous busy period of the stream set Λ, Tmax the
largest time by which the next round can be delayed after the previous one, and B the
number of data slots available in a round. Using LS, the start time of each round ti for
all i = 0, 1, . . . is given by
ti+1 = min(ti + Tmax , Ti ),

(3)

where t0 = −1 and Ti is given by



hi (t)
Ti = min t −
.
t∈Di
B

(4)

Di denotes the set of deadlines in the time interval [ti + 1, ti + Tmax + Tb + 1] of packets
that are unsent until the end of round i, and hi (t) is the future demand defined in (2).
P ROOF. A schedule S specifies for each round i its start time ti and the set of packets
to be transmitted in the round. Let SLS denote the schedule computed by LS. We prove
this theorem by contradiction; that is, we show that there cannot be any schedule S0 6=
SLS such that S0 is realtime-optimal and some round starts later in S0 than in SLS . If we
show this, it follows that amongst all realtime-optimal schedules, SLS delays the start
of each round the most and thus minimizes the communication energy consumption.
Let tLS
and t0i denote the start times of the i-th round in SLS and S0 , and let hLS
and
i
i
0
hi denote the future demands after the end of the i-th round in SLS and S0 , respectively.
Assume some round in S0 starts later than in SLS . Let the m-th round be the first
LS
such round, that is, m = min{i | t0i > tLS
, the m-th round starts at tLS
m since,
i }. In S
according to Theorem 2, at least one of two conditions holds:
LS
(1) tLS
m − tm−1 = Tmax , where Tmax is the largest interval between the start of consecutive rounds supported by the LWB communication support [Ferrari et al. 2012],
∗
LS
∗
∗
LS
(2) hLS
m−1 (t ) > B(t − tm − 1) for some time t > tm .

Assume condition (1) holds. Then, it follows from the definition of m that t0m −t0m−1 >
− tLS
m−1 = Tmax . This violates the requirement that the time between the start of
any two consecutive rounds in S0 must not exceed Tmax .
∗
LS
, so the
Assume condition (2) holds. Then, the interval [tLS
m , t ] is a busy period in S
LS LS ∗
number of packets sent in this interval, denoted η (tm , t ), is lower-bounded as
tLS
m

∗
∗
LS
η LS (tLS
m , t ) > B(t − tm − 1).

(5)

On the other hand, since t0m > tLS
m due to the definition of m, the number of packets
transmitted in S0 in the interval [t0m , t∗ ], denoted η 0 (t0m , t∗ ), is upper-bounded
η 0 (t0m , t∗ ) ≤ B(t∗ − t0m ) ≤ B(t∗ − tLS
m − 1).

(6)

From (5) and (6) follows a strict inequality
∗
0 0
∗
η LS (tLS
m , t ) > η (tm , t ).
LS

(0, tLS
m )
0

0

(7)

η (0, t0m ),
LS

We also know that η
≥
earlier in SLS than in S , and in S

because each round 1, 2, . . . , m − 1 starts no
as many pending packets as possible are sent in

2 The maximum demand arises when all streams release their packet at the same time. CS essentially serves
this demand “as fast as possible.” The synchronous busy period Tb is then the time between the simultaneous
arrival of packets from all streams and the first idle time where no packet is pending under CS scheduling.
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each round. Combining this with (7), we have
η LS (0, t∗ ) > η 0 (0, t∗ ).

(8)

∗

LS

Thus, S tightly meets all deadlines at time t , while transmitting more packets than
S0 . As SLS prioritizes packets using EDF, which is realtime-optimal [Sha et al. 2004],
S0 necessarily misses a deadline at or before time t∗ . This contradicts the assumption
that S0 is realtime-optimal. Thus, for either condition that impacts the choice of tLS
m ,
we have shown that the assumptions on S0 are contradicted.
The following main result states that LS meets the two objectives from Sec. 4.
T HEOREM 3. The LS policy is real-time optimal and minimizes the communication
energy consumption within the limits of the underlying LWB communication support.
P ROOF. Due to time synchronization constraints imposed by LWB, the start of the
next round at time ti+1 can be deferred by at most Tmax after the start of the previous
round at time ti . This implies the first component of the min-operation in (3).
We now show that the second component of the min-operation in (3) ensures that
all packets meet their deadlines. The number of packets that must be sent between
the end of round i and some time t ≥ ti + 1 is given by the future demand hi (t). The
available bandwidth in the interval [ti+1 , t] is B(t − ti+1 ), where B is the number of
slots available per round. To ensure that all packets meet their deadlines, the future
demand hi (t) must not exceed the available bandwidth for any time t ≥ ti + 1, that
is, B(t − ti+1 ) ≥ hi (t). Since m ≥ x if and only if m ≥ dxe for any integer m and real
number x, t − ti+1 ≥ dhi (t)/Be. In particular,
ti+1 ≤

min

t≥ti +1 ∧ hi (t)>0

(t − dhi (t)/Be) .

(9)

The min-operation in (9) is to be performed for every time t larger than ti + 1 at
which the future demand hi (t) is greater than zero. We can restrict this in two ways.
First, we need to apply the min-operation only at every time t in the interval [ti +
1, ti + Tmax + Tb + 1], where Tb is the synchronous busy period of the stream set. We
prove this by contradiction. Let for some t̂ > ti + Tmax + Tb + 1,
t̂ =

arg min

(t − dhi (t)/Be) .

(10)

t≥ti +1 ∧ hi (t)>0



Let the quantity t̂ − hi (t̂)/B be equal to the start time of the next round ti+1 and
strictly less than ti + Tmax ,


ti+1 = t̂ − hi (t̂)/B < ti + Tmax .
(11)
Since dxe = m if and only if m − 1 < x ≤ m for any integer m and real number x,
t̂ − ti+1 − 1 < hi (t̂)/B. Multiplying both sides by the positive quantity B,
(t̂ − ti+1 − 1)B < hi (t̂).

(12)

We interpret (12) as follows. The future demand hi (t̂) exceeds the bandwidth available
in [ti+1 + 1, t̂]. This means that if one were to contiguously serve a demand as large
as hi (t̂), the required time would exceed the length of the interval [ti+1 + 1, t̂]. We can
therefore consider [ti+1 +1, t̂] a busy period of length t̂−ti+1 −1 > t̂−(ti +Tmax )−1 > Tb ,
because ti+1 < ti + Tmax according to (11). However, Tb is the length of the synchronous
busy period, which is by definition the longest possible busy period [Spuri 1996]. This
contradicts the supposition on the existence of t̂.
Second, we need to perform the min-operation in (9) only at times when hi (t) has
discontinuities. In fact, hi (t) is a right-continuous function with discontinuities only at
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Algorithm 1 Compute start time of next round according to lazy scheduling (LS)
Input A bucket queue that is a deep copy of the set of streams Λ (smaller absDeadline means
higher priority), the start time of the current round ti , and the synchronous busy period Tb .
Output The start time of the next round ti+1 according to LS.
initialize futureDemand to 0 and minSlack to ∞
set s to highest-priority stream using s = F IND M IN()
t = s.absDeadline
while t ≤ ti + Tmax + Tb + 1 do
futureDemand = futureDemand + 1
s.absDeadline = s.absDeadline + s.period
update priority of s using D ECREASE K EY(s, s.period )
set s to highest-priority stream using s = F IND M IN()
if s.absDeadline > t then
minSlack = min((t − ti )B − futureDemand , minSlack )
end if
t = s.absDeadline
end while
ti+1 = ti + min(bminSlack /Bc, Tmax )

times that coincide with the deadline of a packet. Thus, we can restrict the domain of
the min-operation to the set of deadlines Di in the interval [ti + 1, ti + Tmax + Tb + 1]
of packets that are unsent until the end of round i. Since (9) yields the largest possible
ti+1 in the case of equality, we obtain the second component of the min-operation in (3)
Ti = min (t − dhi (t)/Be) .
t∈Di

(13)

Finally, because EDF is realtime-optimal [Liu and Layland 1973], the necessary condition in (13) is also sufficient.
Design and implementation in Blink. The challenge to using LS is to efficiently
compute the future demand hi (t). The analytic expression for hi (t) in (2) is obtained
by applying concepts from the real-time literature [Stankovic et al. 1998]. We attempt
to compute this expression on a TelosB [Polastre et al. 2005] and observe prohibitive
running times due to many time-consuming divisions. This is generally expected on
resource-constrained platforms that lack hardware support for divisions. Nevertheless,
as we show in Sec. 6.5, the approach we describe next outperforms the analytic method
even on very powerful state-of-the-art platforms, including a 32-bit ARM Cortex-M4.
The key idea is to determine hi (t) by performing efficient operations on the priority
queue of streams rather than computing costly divisions. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode to compute the start time of the next round ti+1 according to Theorem 2. The
algorithm operates on a deep copy of the current set of streams, maintained in a bucket
queue in order of increasing absolute deadline. It fictitiously serves streams in EDF
order, as if it would allocate slots to pending packets. It uses variable futureDemand to
keep track of the number of streams served thus far and maintains variable minSlack
that ultimately determines how far we can delay the start of the next round.
By avoiding divisions and using our efficient priority queue data structure, our implementation of Algorithm 1 achieves several-fold speed-ups over the analytic method.
We use the same techniques to efficiently compute the length of the synchronous busy
period Tb (see Online Appendix C) and demonstrate similar speed-ups over an existing
analytical method from the real-time literature [Stankovic et al. 1998]. Experimental
results in Sec. 6.5 indicate that these improvements in processing time are instrumental to the viability of real-time scheduling in Blink on popular low-power platforms.
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Fig. 9. Example of a stream set that is not schedulable, a situation admission control aims to prevent. The
streams demand 16 slots between time 100 and time 103, but there are only 15 slots available in this interval.

5.3. Admission Control

So far we assumed the set of streams is schedulable, yet this is not always the case.
As Fig. 9 shows, for B = 5, the set of 9h8, 4, 3i and 7h0, 25, 2i streams is not schedulable.
The streams require altogether 16 slots in the interval between time 100 and time 103;
however, there are only 15 slots available in this interval, which causes one packet to
miss its deadline. We show next how to prevent such situations by checking prior to
the addition of a new stream whether the resulting set of streams is still schedulable.
Algorithms. As illustrated by the example above, deadlines are missed if, over some
interval, the demand exceeds the available bandwidth. As explained in Sec. 5.2, the
CS policy offers the highest possible bandwidth. Hence, admission control under all
scheduling policies in Sec. 5.2 amounts to checking if CS can meet all deadlines.
We must perform this check over an interval with highest demand. If the bandwidth
is sufficient in this extreme situation, we can safely admit the new stream. Precisely
identifying when this situation occurs is, however, non-trivial, because the streams’
different start times and periods may defer this situation until some arbitrary time. In
Fig. 9, for example, it is not until t = 100 that an interval of highest demand begins.
To tackle this problem, we deliberately create an interval of maximum demand by
pretending that all streams release a packet at t = 0. Using the concept of synchronous
busy period, we then check if CS can meet all deadlines in the interval [0, Tb ]. From this
intuition follows a theorem, whose proof descends from known results [Spuri 1996].
T HEOREM 4. For a set of streams Λ with arbitrary start times Si , let Λ0 be the same
set of streams except all start times are set to zero. With B data slots available in each
round, Λ is schedulable if and only if
∀t ∈ D, h0 (t) ≤ t × B,

(14)

where D is the set of deadlines in the interval [0, Tb ] of packets released by streams in
Λ0 , h0 (t) is the number of packets that have both release time and deadline in [0, t], and
t × B is the bandwidth available within [0, t].
Design and implementation in Blink. Implementing Theorem 4 for admission control faces the same challenges as the start of round computation discussed in Sec. 5.2.
Even though a closed-form expression of h0 (t) exists (see Online Appendix D), using
it would result in a performance hog on resource-constrained platforms due to many
costly divisions. We thus perform admission control again by performing efficient priority queue operations rather than divisions, similar to Algorithm 1. The pseudocode
of this algorithm can be found in Online Appendix D.
5.4. Scheduler Execution and Integration

At the end of a round, the algorithms for slot allocation, computation of the start of the
next round, and admission control execute as shown in Fig. 10. With a pending request
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Fig. 10. Main steps in Blink’s real-time scheduler.

for a new stream s, the scheduler computes the (new) synchronous busy period for the
stream set Λ ∪ {s} and checks if s can be admitted. Regardless of this, the scheduler
computes the start time of the next round and then allocates slots to released packets.
In the worst case, one scheduler execution proceeds through all four steps in Fig. 10.
To keep the scheduler’s execution time under control, we limit the number of changes
to the stream set that increase the required bandwidth to one per round, so admission
control executes at most once. Conversely, we place no limit on the number of changes
to the stream set that decrease the required bandwidth, as they do not require to run
admission control. Overall, experiments in Sec. 6 show that our implementation can
schedule hundreds of streams with a wide range of realistic bandwidth demands.
To deal with the reliability issues arising in the original LWB implementation when
the time between rounds changes frequently, as explained in Sec. 3, after missing a
schedule from the host, a node wakes up at every possible time instant at which a
schedule packet could arrive. As rounds can only start at an integer multiple of the
round length, a node selectively “scans” for schedule packets at the possible beginning
and end of rounds. Compared to the strategy employed by the original LWB implementation, this approach significantly reduces both the time until a node can again participate in the communication and the energy required to search for the next schedule.
6. EVALUATION

We evaluate Blink along four lines: (i) its adaptability to changes in the set of streams,3
(ii) its real-time service in terms of packet delivery ratio and meeting deadlines ranging from 120 sec to 100 ms, also compared to the original LWB scheduler, (iii) the communication energy efficiency of the different real-time scheduling policies, and (iv) the
efficiency of our bucket queue-based implementation of the optimal LS policy.
To this end, we implement Blink according to the processing shown in Fig. 10 on top
of the Contiki operating system [Contiki 2011] for the TelosB and the CC430 systemon-chip (SoC) platforms. Both feature MSP430 MCUs. We perform experiments on the
FlockLab [Lim et al. 2013] and w-iLab.t [Bouckaert et al. 2011] testbeds with up to 94
nodes, on two other platforms featuring state-of-the-art ARM Cortex-M0/M4 cores, in a
time-accurate instruction-level emulator [Eriksson et al. 2009], and through synthetic
simulations. Our results reveal the following:
— Blink promptly adapts to dynamic changes in the set of streams (i.e., application requirements) without unnecessarily increasing communication energy consumption.
— On a 94-node testbed, Blink meets all deadlines of received packets, while successfully delivering 99.97 % of the packets. The few packet losses can be effectively handled by CPS controllers [Sinopoli et al. 2004; Zimmerling et al. 2013].
— LS reduces communication energy costs by up to 2.5× compared with CS and GS.
— In a 4-hop network with 9 sources, Blink supports 100 ms deadlines under full load.
— Simulations show that, unlike Blink, the original LWB scheduler misses on average
28–65 % of deadlines in addition to the (unavoidable) packet losses over wireless.
3 We

do not evaluate Blink’s adaptability to network state changes (due to interference, node mobility, etc.),
because these changes are seamlessly handled by the underlying LWB, as shown by Ferrari et al. [2012].
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Fig. 11. Trace of Blink scheduling streams with varying real-time requirements on FlockLab. After bootstrapping the network, Blink uses LS to save energy, while meeting all deadlines of the changing streams.

— Our bucket queue-based implementation of the LS scheduler executes up to 4.1×
faster than a conventional LS implementation on popular MCUs.
Unfortunately, comparing Blink with other real-time protocols in a running network
is oftentimes extremely difficult, if not impossible. Considering a protocol that is unable to guarantee hard real-time requirements or designed only for specific traffic patterns would be discriminatory. On the other hand, protocols designed for the same
kind of real-time requirements and traffic patterns as Blink usually offer no complete
open-source implementation or are incapable to run on the same hardware as Blink.
WirelessHART open-source implementations, for example, only comprise the functionality that runs inside the network. The scheduling process, however, executes on the
central network manager, which is sold as a black box (e.g., by Dust Networks4 ) with no
inside visibility or possibility of instrumentation to gather the needed measurements.
6.1. Adaptability to Changes in the Set of Streams

Blink promptly adapts to dynamic changes in the stream set without affecting existing
streams and while maintaining efficient performance. By contrast, in WirelessHART,
for example, such changes tend to be disruptive [Zhang et al. 2009], and it takes much
longer to re-gain a condition of efficient performance [Åkerberg et al. 2011b].
We use 29 TelosB nodes on FlockLab [Lim et al. 2013], with a diameter of 5 hops.
One node acts as the host running the scheduler, and three randomly chosen nodes
are destinations. The remaining 25 nodes act as sources generating 2h0, 6, 6i streams
each. We let two sources eventually request and update a third and a fourth stream
with different parameters. The number of slots in a round is B = 51, leaving 100 ms to
compute the schedule at the end of a round. The length of a round is set to 1 sec.
Execution. Fig. 11a shows the number of slots allocated in each round, while Fig. 11b
shows a breakdown of the execution time of the LS scheduler in each round.
In Phase 1, the system is bootstrapping, so Blink schedules rounds contiguously to
allow all nodes to quickly time-synchronize with the host and to submit their stream
requests in the contention slot. This happens for the first time after 3 sec, as visible in
Fig. 11b from the increase in processing time for admission control and slot allocation.
4 http://www.linear.com/products/smartmesh_wirelesshart
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During the following rounds, the host gradually receives all initial stream requests
and, consequently, admission control and slot allocation take longer.
In Phase 2, because no new stream request recently arrived, Blink adapts its functioning to the normal operation and starts to dynamically compute the start time of
rounds using LS. Fig. 11b shows that it takes about 10 ms to do so. In these conditions,
Blink schedules a round every 6 sec, postponing rounds until right before the packets’
deadlines, which minimizes the energy overhead of the underlying LWB.
At the start of Phase 3, a request for a new stream h0, 6, 3i arrives. Admission control
executes at t = 131 sec as visible in Fig. 11b. The new stream is admitted and accounted
for starting from t = 140 sec. Rounds are scheduled again every 6 sec and with all
B = 51 available slots allocated. Unlike existing systems, Blink accommodates a a
change in application requirements represented as a new stream without jeopardizing
the existing ones, and still maintains minimum energy overhead. In WirelessHART,
for example, changes in the stream set tend to be way more disruptive, likely affecting
existing streams [Zhang et al. 2009], and thus take much longer to accommodate. For
instance, Åkerberg et al. [2011b] report that it may take WirelessHART up to 30 min
to reconfigure the routing topology after a change in the network.
In Phase 4, another request for a stream h0, 6, 6i arrives and passes admission control. Blink allocates the first slot to the new stream at t = 170 sec. However, now there
are 52 pending packets, one more than the B = 51 available slots. Due to this, Blink
schedules the following rounds every 3 sec, with the number of allocated slots alternating between 51 and 1. This shows how Blink seamlessly copes with dynamic changes
in the stream set, which may result in drastic changes in its runtime operation.
In Phase 5, the node that requested the stream in Phase 3 extends its deadline from
3 to 6 sec. Thus, the 52 streams now all have the same deadline and period. Because 52
packets do not fit in a single round, Blink schedules a complete round with 51 allocated
slots 2 sec before the packets’ deadlines, followed by another round for the remaining
packet. This shows that even a minor change in the profile of one stream may have a
significant impact on how rounds unfold over time, which Blink effectively handles.
6.2. Packet Deadlines and Energy Consumption

We assess Blink’s ability to meet packet deadlines and the related energy costs.
Metrics and settings. We examine the performance along two key dimensions [Saifullah et al. 2010]. The deadline success ratio is the fraction of packets that meet their
deadlines, indicating the level of real-time service. We compute this figure based on
sequence numbers embedded into packets and timestamps taken at both communication ends. The radio duty cycle is the fraction of time a node has the radio on, which
is widely used as a proxy for energy consumption [Gnawali et al. 2009]. This metric
indicates the energy cost of providing a certain level of real-time service. We measure
radio duty cycles in software using Contiki’s power profiler [Contiki 2011].
We run experiments with 94 TelosB nodes on the w-iLab.t testbed [Bouckaert et al.
2011]. The network has a diameter of 6 hops. We let 90 nodes act as sources, one as the
host, and 3 as destinations, mimicking a scenario with multiple controllers or multiple
actuators [Paavola and Leiviska 2010]. Each source generates two streams, hence a
total of 180 streams generate packets with a 10-byte payload. The number of slots in
a round is again B = 51, and so is the length of a round, which remains 1 sec.
We run two types of experiments. First, we set all starting times Si to zero and vary
the number of distinct periods in different runs, as in configurations combining primary and secondary control [Ogata 2001]. This way, we generate varying bandwidth
demands between 2.9% and 19.4%. Then, we set the period Pi of all streams to 2 minutes and vary the number of distinct starting times. This models situations where, for
ACM Transactions on Cyber-Physical Systems, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: January 2016.
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Fig. 12. Average radio duty cycle of Blink with LS, GS, and CS on the w-iLab.t testbed. Depending on the
stream set, LS achieves up to a 2.5× reduction in energy consumption compared to the GS and CS policies.

example, sources are progressively added to a running system [Paavola and Leiviska
2010]. Deadlines are equal to periods. Each run lasts for 50 min. We start measuring
after 20 minutes to give nodes enough time to submit their stream requests.
Results. The average deadline success ratio is 99.97 %, with a minimum of 99.71 % in
a single run. These figures are noteworthy in at least two respects. First, most modern
control applications, including the ones we mentioned in Sec. 2, can and do tolerate
such small fraction of packets not meeting their deadlines [Åkerberg et al. 2011a]. We
thus demonstrate that Blink can effectively operate in several of these scenarios. Second, we verify that deadline misses are entirely due to losses over the wireless channel,
a phenomenon that is orthogonal to real-time scheduling and cannot be fully avoided.
These results thus confirm the reasoning and theoretical results from Sec. 5.
Fig. 12a shows the average radio duty cycle across all nodes. The energy costs generally increase with the number of distinct periods, since the bandwidth demand increases as well. Differences among the policies stem from scheduling fewer rounds.
LS and GS perform similarly: since all streams start at the same time and because of
the choice and distribution of periods, LS has little opportunity to spare more rounds
than GS. Nonetheless, both LS and GS significantly improve over CS: they need 2.5×
less energy when all streams have the same period. The gap shrinks to 1.2× with 10
distinct periods, mostly because the energy overhead of Blink has a smaller impact on
the total energy costs at higher bandwidth demands.
Fig. 12b shows the average radio duty cycle as the number of distinct starting times
increases. The bandwidth demand is constant, so CS always consumes the same energy. This time, however, LS and GS perform differently. The energy costs of GS
increase as the number of distinct starting times increases, because packets are released at increasingly different times and thus GS schedules more rounds. LS, instead,
greatly benefits from aggregating packets over subsequent release times and sending
them in the same round. As a result, the energy costs of LS remain low and constant,
whereas the energy costs of GS approach those of CS.
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Fig. 13. Trace of Blink running on FlockLab at full load while supporting periods and deadlines of 100 ms.
A 5 ms slot is sufficient to schedule packets in this demanding scenario, and all of them meet their deadline.

These results show that LS is most energy-efficient irrespective of the stream set,
achieving several-fold improvements over GS and CS in some settings. With a few
distinct periods and starting times, GS might also be an option in that it reduces the
packet latency by sending packets as soon as possible.
6.3. Supporting Sub-second Periods and Deadlines under Full Load

At the other end of the settings in Sec. 6.2 are, for example, interlocking and closedloop control. Typically, such scenarios include a small number of nodes exchanging
packets over a few hops subject to deadlines in the 10–500 ms range [Åkerberg et al.
2011a]. We show that Blink equally caters for such scenarios.
Settings. To this end, we use 10 CC430 devices across 4 hops on FlockLab [Lim et al.
2013]. To emulate a typical closed-loop control setting [Åkerberg et al. 2011a], we let 9
nodes each source a stream with Di = Pi = 100 ms; one node acts as the destination.
We dimension Blink accordingly by setting the length of a round to 100 ms. Given
this time budget, we can effectively secure the B = 9 data slots necessary in every
round to serve all streams, and can afford up to 5 ms to compute the schedule. We use
FlockLab’s GPIO tracing service [Lim et al. 2013] to log the start and end of slots, and
when packets are released, sent, received, and finally delivered.
Results. Fig. 13 shows a 200 ms snapshot of the trace we obtain. We see each source
releases a packet every Pi = 100 ms, which is delivered to the destination within the
stated deadline. For example, packets released at t = 50220 ms are sent during the following sequence of data slots; the destination (node 2) receives and delivers all packets to the application shortly before time t = 50320 ms. Since Di = Pi = 100 ms for
all streams, Blink immediately starts the next round and allocates all slots. Thus, the
system is running at full load, that is, the streams demand 100 % of the bandwidth.
We can make two key observations: (i) using our efficient priority queue implementation, a 5 ms slot suffices to schedule packets in a demanding scenario with short
deadlines under full load; (ii) despite this, all packets consistently meet their deadlines. This provides evidence of Blink’s ability to reach into challenging application
scenarios, such as interlocking and closed-loop control, yet even shorter timescales
would be possible if the physical layer were to provide higher data rates.
6.4. Comparison against the Original LWB Scheduler

Our work adds real-time communication capabilities to the non real-time LWB protocol. To quantify the gap we fill, we compare the deadline success ratio of Blink’s LS
scheduler with that of the original LWB scheduler (OS) [Ferrari et al. 2012].
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Fig. 14. Deadline success ratio against deadline to period ratio for Blink’s LS scheduler and the original
LWB scheduler (OS) for different bandwidth demands. The realtime-optimal LS scheduler meets all deadlines across all settings, while OS meets on average only 35–72 % of deadlines for 5.8 % bandwidth demand.

Setting. We consider steady-state conditions, that is, the application has already issued all stream requests and these have reached the host. Under these conditions, and
barring packet losses that would equally affect LS and OS, the deadline success ratio
is solely determined by the schedulers’ decisions. Thus, we synthetically simulate the
execution of LS and OS for a given schedulable stream set and across a given time
interval, examining the fraction of packets that meet their deadline.
We consider sets of 180 streams with Si = 0. For each set, we randomly generate the
periods Pi uniformly between 1 sec and a given maximum (10, 40, or 120 sec), yielding
average bandwidth demands of 70.5 %, 17.6 %, and 5.8 %. Deadlines are set to Di =
dρPi e, where 0 < ρ ≤ 1 is the deadline to period ratio determining the tightness of
deadlines compared to periods. For a given maximum period, we generate 100 different
stream sets with random periods, and for each set we simulate LS and OS for varying
ρ. We report deadline success ratios after simulating the execution for 10 min.
Results. Fig. 14 plots average and standard deviation of deadline success ratio for LS
and OS against ρ for different bandwidth demands. LS meets 100 % of deadlines across
the board, as we design it to be realtime-optimal. OS, however, meets on average only
35–72 % of deadlines for 5.8 % bandwidth demand. This is because OS is oblivious of
deadlines in its scheduling decisions: it uses a fixed round period chosen as long as
possible only based on the periods to save energy, while providing just enough bandwidth to transmit all packets [Ferrari et al. 2012]. This also explains why OS misses
more deadlines for smaller ρ: the shorter the streams’ deadlines compared to their periods, the less effective are OS’s scheduling decisions in terms of meeting deadlines.
For higher bandwidth demands, OS needs to schedule more rounds to provide enough
bandwidth, which has the (unintentional) side benefit that OS misses fewer deadlines.
6.5. Scheduler Execution Time

We look at the efficiency of our bucket queue-based LS implementation in Blink. The
scheduler’s execution time is critical as it affects the available bandwidth (see Sec. 4).
Method. In the worst case, a single scheduler execution must proceed through all four
steps in Fig. 10. A careful analysis of the relevant algorithms reveals that the execution
time of LS increases with the number of streams n, the largest possible period of any
stream P, the bandwidth demand of the streams, and the synchronous busy period Tb .
Precisely quantifying how the combination of these factors determines the running
time of LS is non-trivial. We opt for an empirical approach that confidently approximates the worst case. As described in more detail in Online Appendix E, we use 200
streams—the maximum that fits into the 10 kB of RAM on a TelosB with our Blink
prototype—and determine for a given bandwidth demand stream profiles with periods
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Fig. 15. Execution time of LS against bandwidth demand on a 16-bit MSP430 clocked at 4 MHz, for a bucket
queue-based implementation and a conventional one. The bucket queue-based implementation consistently
outperforms the conventional approach based on analytic computations, achieving speed-ups of up to 4.1×.

no larger than P = 255 sec such that Tb is maximum. In this way, we obtain “worstcase” stream sets for bandwidth demands between 5 % and 95 %, in 5 % steps.
To assess the effectiveness of our bucket queue-based implementation of the algorithms required in Blink, we implement as a baseline the first three steps in Fig. 10
following the conventional approach, based on analytic computations like those in (2).
This includes an implementation of the fastest analytic EDF schedulability test known
today [Zhang and Burns 2009] for admission control. We benchmark both implementations in a 2.5 h execution of Blink, where 200 streams are initially admitted one after
the other, and measure the execution time of the different steps in Fig. 10.
We test three different MCUs: a 16-bit MSP430F1611 running at 4 MHz, which represents the class of MCUs currently used to target the lowest possible energy consumption in the CPS applications of Sec. 2; a 32-bit ARM Cortex-M0 clocked at 48 MHz; and
a 32-bit ARM Cortex-M4 running at 72 MHz. The ARM cores offer higher processing
power at higher energy consumption, yet they might be a viable option if some energy
overhead can be traded for better computing capabilities [Ko et al. 2012].
We use msp430-gcc v4.6.3 for the MSP430 and IAR build tools for the two ARM cores;
we choose the highest optimization level that makes the binaries still fit into program
memory. We deploy the binaries in the MSPsim time-accurate instruction-level emulator [Eriksson et al. 2009] and on evaluation boards from STMicroelectronics for the
ARM cores. Execution times are measured in software with microsecond accuracy.
Results. Fig. 15 plots the total execution time of the two scheduler implementations on
the MSP430 as the bandwidth demand increases from 5 % to 95 %. The time increases
slightly in the beginning, but ramps up severely for the conventional implementation
as the bandwidth demand exceeds 65 %. This is due to an increase in the times needed
for synchronous busy period computation, admission control, and start of round computation, whereas the time needed for slot allocation remains almost constant.
Our bucket queue-based implementation consistently outperforms the conventional
one, culminating in a 4.1× speed-up at 95 % bandwidth demand. For this demand,
the reduced execution time (182 ms vs. 756 ms) means there is space for 44 instead
of only 3 data slots per round. Fictitiously simulating the system’s evolution using an
efficient bucket queue implementation as we do, rather than explicitly performing analytic computations, is thus instrumental to the viability of realtime-optimal scheduling
using LS on this class of devices. At the same time, LS ensures minimal communication energy consumption within the limits of the underlying LWB.
Despite approximating the worst-case execution time of LS, the stream sets above
are not often seen in low-power applications. Our review in Sec. 2 indicates that the
typical demands would rarely exceed 20 % of the maximum available bandwidth. Under this regime, we measure execution times below 43 ms with the bucket queue-based
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implementation: well below the upper bound of 100 ms in our Blink prototype. Thus,
due to a 2.3× speed-up over the conventional implementation in this regime, there is
plenty of room for employing more constrained ultra-low-power platforms, or for considerably scaling up the number of streams with more available memory.
These observations also hold for the ARM cores. As expected, the conventional implementation benefits from the richer instruction sets, in particular on the Cortex-M4,
which features SIMD instructions and a hardware divide. Therefore, we consistently
measure scheduler execution times below 30 ms. Nevertheless, our bucket queue-based
implementation achieves speed-ups of 1.6–2× on both cores for realistic bandwidth demands of up to 20 %. This is mostly because using the bucket queues, the next time t
that the loop in Algorithm 1 should examine is readily available due to the EDF-based
ordering of streams. Instead, using the conventional approach, the next time t must be
explicitly computed, which costs as much as computing hi (t) via (2).
We therefore demonstrate that a bucket queue-based implementation of LS is beneficial even on less constrained state-of-the-art platforms. In general, faster processing
may either allow one to increase the bandwidth by reducing the time allocated to the
scheduling step in a round, or to handle more streams with the same time allocated to
scheduler execution. By providing a further reduction of the time required for scheduling, our implementation thus amplifies the benefits of faster processors.
7. CONCLUSIONS

Blink supports hard real-time communication in large wireless multi-hop networks at
low energy costs. It overcomes fundamental limitations of prior art in terms of scalability and adaptivity to changes in application requirements and network state. Our
experiments demonstrate that Blink meets all deadlines of received packets, successfully delivers 99.97 % of packets regardless of such changes, and consumes minimum
energy within the limits of the underlying LWB communication support. This performance applies to periods and deadlines down to 100 ms, while significantly improving
over the original LWB scheduler, which would miss a large fraction of deadlines. Our
efficient priority queue data structure enables speed-ups of up to 4.1× over a conventional scheduler implementation based on analytic computations on popular low-power
microcontrollers. We thus maintain that Blink provides a key stepping stone towards
the adoption of low-power wireless technology in mission-critical CPS applications.
ELECTRONIC APPENDIX

The electronic appendix for this article can be accessed in the ACM Digital Library.
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A. VALIDITY OF ALGORITHMS

Throughout Sec. 5, we consider a discrete time model in which (i) each round is atomic
and of unit length, and (ii) each round starts at an integer multiple of the unit length
of a round, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
The reasoning behind (i) is that the single MCU on today’s low-power wireless platforms is responsible for both application processing and interacting with the radio (e.g.,
to transfer a packet to the radio’s transmit buffer and start a transmission). These radio interactions are time-critical and occur frequently during a Glossy flood [Ferrari
et al. 2012]. Because each slot in a round consists of a Glossy flood, the MCU essentially has no time for application processing during a round. As a result, the application
must release packets before a round starts and can only handle received packets after
a round. We therefore consider rounds atomic. (ii) is beneficial in a practical Blink implementation. For example, it allows a node that got out-of-sync to selectively turn on
the radio in order to receive the next schedule transmitted by the host (and thereby
synchronize again) rather than keeping the radio on all the time, which consumes
more energy but is unavoidable if rounds can start at arbitrary times. Blink exploits
this opportunity, as mentioned in Sec. 5.4.
Although the presentation in Sec. 5 is based on this discrete-time model, our analysis
and algorithms are also valid for streams with start times Si , periods Pi , and deadlines
Di that are not integer multiples of the unit length of a round. For example, fractional
packet release times are simply postponed to the next discrete time (by taking the
ceiling) and fractional packet deadlines are preponed to the previous discrete time
(by taking the floor). Thus, the atomicity of rounds does not prevent any stream from
meeting its deadlines. This is essential to the validity of our EDF-based scheduling
policies in that ”preemptions” in the execution of the underlying resource (i.e., the
entire network which we abstract as a single communication resource that runs on a
single clock) can only occur at discrete times.
B. COMPUTATION OF SLOT ALLOCATION

Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode to allocate as many pending packets as possible to
the B available slots in the next round. The algorithm operates on the current set of
streams, maintained in a bucket queue in order of increasing absolute deadline. Starting from the stream with the smallest (earliest) absolute deadline, it visits streams in
EDF order through repeated N EXT(t) calls. Whenever it sees a stream t with a pending
packet, it allocates a slot to stream t and updates its priority in the queue using D E CREASE K EY (t, t.period). The algorithm stops when all B available slots are allocated,
or when it sees a stream with an absolute deadline larger than the horizon.
This second termination criterion using the horizon is needed as there may be less
than B pending packets by the time the next round starts. Algorithm 2 determines the
c 2016 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). 2378-962X/2016/01-ARTA $15.00
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Algorithm 2 EDF-based slot allocation
Input A bucket queue of the current set of streams Λ (smaller absDeadline means higher priority), the start time of the next round ti+1 , the upper bound on any stream’s period P, and the
number of data slots available in a round B.
Output Allocation of packets that are pending by time ti+1 in EDF order to the available slots.
initialize slot counter c to 0
position traverser t at highest-priority stream using F IRST(t)
horizon = t.absDeadline + P − 1
while (c < B) and (t.absDeadline ≤ horizon) do
if t.releaseTime ≤ ti+1 then
allocate a slot to stream t and set c = c + 1
t.releaseTime = t.releaseTime + t.period
t.absDeadline = t.absDeadline + t.period
update t’s priority using D ECREASE K EY(t, t.period)
end if
advance traverser t to next stream in EDF-order using N EXT(t)
end while

at most P
Stream si
horizon di time

ti+1 dmin
packet arrival

packet deadline

Fig. 16. Illustration of the second termination criterion in Algorithm 2. Any stream si with an absolute
deadline di greater than horizon = dmin + P − 1 releases its current packet after the start of the next round
at time ti+1 and therefore need not be considered for slot allocation.

horizon initially, horizon = dmin + P − 1, where dmin is the earliest absolute deadline of
all streams at this time and P is an upper bound on the period of any stream. As shown
in Fig. 16, the next round starts before dmin , that is, ti+1 ≤ dmin − 1. Thus, stream si
with absolute deadline di > horizon releases its current packet no earlier than
di − P > dmin + P − 1 − P ≥ ti+1 .

(15)

The strict inequality in (15) implies that si releases its current packet only after the
start of the next round. Thus, stream si need not be considered for slot allocation in
the next round. As Algorithm 2 visits streams in EDF order, it can terminate when it
sees the first such stream.
C. SYNCHRONOUS BUSY PERIOD COMPUTATION

The synchronous busy period Tb is crucial to admission control and computing the
start time of the next round in LS. It denotes the time needed to contiguously serve
the maximum demand that a given set of streams creates when all streams release a
packet at the same time. The real-time literature suggests computing the synchronous
busy period Tb through an iterative process [Stankovic et al. 1998]

n 
n
1 X ωm
ω0 =
and ω m+1 =
(16)
B
B i=1 Pi
which terminates when ω m+1 = ω m ; then, Tb = dω m e.
As discussed in Sec. 5.2, implementing this iterative method on a resourceconstrained platform leads to prohibitive running times due to many costly divisions.
To overcome this problem, we compute Tb by simulating the execution of CS, which
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Algorithm 3 Compute synchronous busy period
Input A bucket queue that is a deep copy of the set of streams Λ, where s.releaseTime is initialized to 0 for all streams si and streams with smaller releaseTime are given higher priority.
Output The synchronous busy period Tb of the set of streams.
initialize Tb and slot counter c to 0
set s to highest-priority stream using s = F IND M IN()
while (s.releaseTime = 0)
or (s.releaseTime < Tb and c = 0)
or (s.releaseTime ≤ Tb and c > 0) do
if current round has only one free slot (i.e., c = B − 1) then
set Tb = Tb + 1 and c = 0 to “start” a new round
else
set c = c + 1 to “allocate” a slot in the current round
end if
s.releaseTime = s.releaseTime + s.period
update priority of s using D ECREASE K EY(s, s.period )
set s to highest-priority stream using s = F IND M IN()
end while
if current round has at least one allocated slot (i.e., c > 0) then
set Tb = Tb + 1 to “round up” to the next discrete time
end if

essentially entails going through the same processing that underlies (16) in a stepby-step manner. To this end, we trigger the maximum demand by letting all streams
release a packet at time t = 0. Using CS, we then serve this demand “as fast as possible” until we find the first idle time where no packet is pending.
Algorithm 3 shows the pseudocode. The algorithm operates on a deep copy of the
current set of streams, maintained in a bucket queue in order of increasing release
time.5 It fictitiously allocates slots to packets in the order in which they are released.
Tb keeps track of the number of (full) rounds, and slot counter c keeps track of the
number of allocated slots in the current round. The algorithm executes as long as there
is a stream s whose initial packet is still to be sent (i.e., s.releaseTime = 0), or there is
a packet that was already pending before the new round started (i.e., s.releaseTime <
Tb and c = 0), or there is any pending packet while the current round has at least
one allocated slot (i.e., s.releaseTime ≤ Tb and c > 0). Otherwise, the algorithm has
encountered the first idle time and thus the end of the synchronous busy period.
D. PERFORMING ADMISSION CONTROL

As noted in Sec. 5.3, the challenge in implementing Theorem 4 is to efficiently compute
the future demand h0 (t). Using the closed-form expression from the real-time scheduling literature [Buttazzo 2011]

n 
X
t + Pi − D i
(17)
h0 (t) =
Pi
i=1
is not a viable option as it involves many costly divisions.
Thus, as already described in Sec. 5.3, we perform admission control by simulating
the execution with CS. Algorithm 4 shows the pseudocode. The algorithm takes as input a deep copy of the current set of streams, including the new stream to be admitted,
and the new synchronous busy period Tb . All streams start at time t = 0 to trigger an
5 This

results in high efficiency, because in each iteration the algorithm needs the earliest release time of all
streams in order to check whether it has encountered the first idle time where no packet is pending.
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Algorithm 4 Admission control
Input A bucket queue that is a deep copy of the stream set Λ including the new stream, with
s.absDeadline initialized to Di for all streams si (smaller absDeadline means higher priority),
the utilization as well as the deadline-based utilization of that joint stream set, and the new
synchronous busy period Tb of that joint stream set.
Output Whether the new stream is to be admitted or is to be rejected.
if utilization exceeds 1 then
return “reject”
end if
if deadline-based utilization does not exceed 1 then
return “admit”
end if
initialize demand , availableBandwidth, and t to 0
while demand ≤ availableBandwidth do
set s to highest-priority stream using s = F IND M IN()
if s.absDeadline > t then
if s.absDeadline > Tb then
return “admit”
end if
availableBandwidth = t × B
t = s.absDeadline
end if
demand = demand + 1
s.absDeadline = s.absDeadline + s.period
update priority of s using D ECREASE K EY(s, s.period )
end while
return “reject”

interval of maximum demand, so the absolute deadline of each stream si is initialized
to the relative deadline Di . Using a bucket queue to keep streams in EDF order, the
algorithm repeatedly updates the absolute deadline of the highest-priority stream as
if it were executing CS. In doing so, the algorithm keeps track of the number of deadlines seen until time t (i.e., the demand ). If this quantity exceeds the availableBandwidth
in the interval [0, t] for any t in [0, Tb ], the new stream cannot be admitted.
Algorithm 4 contains two optimizations that improve the average-case performance.
First, it checks whether the end of the interval [0, Tb ] has been reached and updates
the availableBandwidth only when t has advanced. This avoids unnecessary processing
when multiple deadlines coincide. Second, it performs two simple checks before the
while-loop. The new
Pnstream can be rejected without further processing if the utilization, defined as B1 i=1 P1i , exceeds one [Liu and Layland 1973]. Further, since Di ≤ Pi
for any stream
Pnsi , the new stream can be admitted if the deadline-based utilization,
defined as B1 i=1 D1i , does not exceed one [Stankovic et al. 1998]. We incrementally
update both types of utilizations as streams are added and removed at runtime.
E. APPROXIMATING THE WORST-CASE EXECUTION TIME OF THE LS SCHEDULER

In the worst case, an execution of the LS scheduler needs to proceed through all four
steps in Fig. 10. A careful analysis of the corresponding algorithms (Algorithms 1, 2, 3,
and 4) reveals that the execution time of the LS scheduler grows with: (i) the number of
streams n, (ii) the largest possible period of any stream P, (iii) the bandwidth demand
of the streams, denoted u, and (iv) the synchronous busy period Tb of the streams.
Both n and P are application-dependent, yet the memory available on a given platform determines their maximum value. For example, in our Blink prototype, the required memory scales linearly with n and P; for P = 255 seconds it supports up to
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n = 200 streams on the TelosB, which comes with 10 kB of RAM. Let us denote with N
the maximum number of streams supported for a given upper bound on the period of
any stream P. On the other hand, quantities u and Tb vary depending on the parameters of the streams. Based on this insight, we aim to compute, for a given bandwidth
demand u, N stream profiles with periods no larger than P such that the synchronous
busy period Tb is maximum. We describe how we determine such worst-case stream
profiles, and then discuss the concrete settings we use in the experiment of Sec. 6.5.
Determining worst-case stream profiles. We use two integer linear programs
(ILPs). In both ILPs, the decision variables are the periods of the streams, which are
integers in the interval [1, P]. We encode the periods through variables x1 , x2 , . . . , xP ,
where xi denotes the number of streams with period i. All start times of streams are
assumed to be zero, and deadlines are equal to periods.
First, we tackle the problem of minimizing the bandwidth demand u of N streams,
given their synchronous busy period Tb , by solving the following ILP:

minimize

{x1 ,x2 ,...,xP }

subject to

P
X

xi /i

i=1
P
X

xi = N

i=1
P
X

xi d1/ie > B

i=1
P
X

xi d2/ie > 2B

i=1

..
.
P
X

xi d(Tb − 1)/ie > (Tb − 1)B

i=1
P
X

xi dTb /ie ≤ Tb B

i=1

The objective function is the bandwidth demand. The inequality constraints ensure
that at the end of each interval [0, t], t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Tb − 1}, there are one or more pending packet, while there is no pending packet at the end of interval [0, Tb ]. Note that
although the non-linear ceiling function arises in the above ILP, it does not operate on
the variables xi and Tb is a known input. Thus, the left-hand side of each inequality is
linear in the variables, so the program is efficiently solved by an ILP solver.
Solving this ILP for different values of Tb , we obtain a function f (u) that gives the
maximum Tb for a given bandwidth demand u, as shown in Fig. 17. We now want to
invert this function, that is, compute a stream set with a bandwidth demand as close
as possible to a given target bandwidth demand u, and with the maximum possible Tb .
To this end, we solve the following modified ILP:
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Fig. 17. The maximum synchronous busy period Tb as a function of the bandwidth demand, for N = 200
streams, a maximum stream period of P = 255 seconds, and B = 51 available slots per round.

minimize

{x1 ,x2 ,...,xP }

subject to

P
X

xi /i

i=1
P
X

xi = N

i=1
P
X

xi /i ≥ u

i=1
P
X

xi d1/ie > B

i=1
P
X

xi d2/ie > 2B

i=1

..
.
P
X

xi d(f (u) − 1)/ie > (f (u) − 1)B

i=1
P
X

xi df (u)/ie ≤ f (u)B

i=1

Again, the non-linear functions do not operate on the variables, and this time u and
f (u) are known inputs.
Settings and method. We proceed in two steps to approach the worst-case execution
time of the LS scheduler in Sec. 6.5.
In a first step, we solve the ILPs above to determine the worst-case stream profiles.
To this end, we consider the maximum number of streams N = 200 supported by our
Blink prototype on the TelosB for a maximum stream period of P = 255 seconds. We
determine different sets of N = 200 streams for bandwidth demands between 5 % and
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60
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70
75
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85
90
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Bandwidth
demand (%)
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
7
7
8
9
10
11
13
15
19
28
50

1 × 2, 4 × 3, 195 × 255
5 × 3, 11 × 4, 184 × 255
4 × 1, 8 × 3, 1 × 4, 187 × 255
4 × 1, 15 × 3, 2 × 4, 179 × 255
3 × 1, 1 × 2, 25 × 3, 1 × 4, 170 × 255
3 × 1, 1 × 2, 6 × 3, 36 × 4, 1 × 5, 153 × 255
3 × 1, 39 × 3, 5 × 4, 153 × 255
7 × 1, 36 × 3, 4 × 5, 153 × 255
19 × 1, 1 × 2, 4 × 3, 5 × 4, 1 × 5, 170 × 255
15 × 1, 24 × 3, 6 × 4, 2 × 5, 153 × 255
11 × 1, 44 × 3, 1 × 4, 8 × 5, 136 × 255
27 × 1, 6 × 6, 14 × 7, 153 × 255
31 × 1, 3 × 2, 166 × 255
31 × 1, 1 × 6, 14 × 7, 18 × 9, 136 × 255
35 × 1, 1 × 5, 1 × 8, 1 × 9, 10 × 10, 14 × 11, 138 × 255
36 × 1, 1 × 3, 44 × 11, 119 × 255
39 × 1, 1 × 3, 1 × 5, 1 × 7, 1 × 12, 40 × 14, 5 × 17, 112 × 255
42 × 1, 5 × 2, 4 × 13, 4 × 24, 9 × 25, 136 × 255
46 × 1, 3 × 3, 2 × 8, 3 × 40, 5 × 41, 2 × 42, 5 × 43, 5 × 44, 2 × 45, 5 × 46, 5 × 47, 117 × 255

Synchronous
Periods of the worst-case stream profiles
busy period (sec) (number of streams with a given period in seconds, written as “#streams × period”)

Table II. Worst-case stream profiles used in the execution time experiment of Sec. 6.5. For each stream si , the start time Si is set to 0 and
the deadline Di is equal to the period Pi , which is shown in the table below.
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95 %, with B = 51 available slots per round. Table II lists the different sets of worstcase stream profiles we compute.
In a second step, we emulate for each set of worst-case streams a 2.5 h execution of
our Blink prototype using MSPsim. MSPsim is a time-accurate instruction-level emulator that runs the same code that we also use on the real nodes [Eriksson et al. 2009].
During each 2.5 h execution, requests for each of the 200 worst-case streams are submitted one by one in consecutive rounds, and we measure in each round the individual
execution times of the four different steps in the LS scheduler (see Fig. 10). We keep
measuring for some time even after all streams are admitted. Then, we take for each
step individually the maximum execution time we measured during the 2.5 h execution. Fig. 15 plots for a given bandwidth demand the sum of these individual maximum
execution times, combining the times of synchronous busy period computation and admission control to aid visibility. Thus, the total execution times we show in Sec. 6.5 are
higher than the maximum total execution time we actually measured in one round.
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